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Abstract
Quartz occurs in a wide range of geologic environments throughout the Earth’s crust. The concentration and distribution of trace elements in quartz provide information such as temperature and other
physical conditions of formation. Trace element analyses with modern electron-probe microanalysis
(EPMA) instruments can achieve 99% confidence detection of ~100 ppm with fairly minimal effort
for many elements in samples of low to moderate average atomic number such as many common
oxides and silicates. However, trace element measurements below 100 ppm in many materials are
limited, not only by the precision of the background measurement, but also by the accuracy with which
background levels are determined. A new “blank” correction algorithm has been developed and tested
on both Cameca and JEOL instruments, which applies a quantitative correction to the emitted X-ray
intensities during the iteration of the sample matrix correction based on a zero level (or known trace)
abundance calibration standard. This iterated blank correction, when combined with improved background fit models, and an “aggregate” intensity calculation utilizing multiple spectrometer intensities
in software for greater geometric efficiency, yields a detection limit of 2 to 3 ppm for Ti and 6 to 7
ppm for Al in quartz at 99% t-test confidence with similar levels for absolute accuracy.
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Introduction
Quartz is the second most abundant mineral in the Earth’s
crust and is common in plutonic, volcanic, metamorphic, hydrothermal, and sedimentary environments. Because quartz forms
in many geologic environments, genetic information derived
from quartz geochemical analysis has broad applications in the
geosciences. Recent studies have attempted to understand the
evolution of various geological processes through trace element
analysis of quartz (Wark et al. 2007; Rusk et al. 2008; Müller
and Koch-Muller 2009; Larsen et al. 2009; Lehmann et al. 2009;
Thomas et al. 2010). These and other studies correlate the physical and chemical conditions of quartz crystallization with the
concentration of a variety of trace element constituents, usually
Ti and Al at the parts per million levels.
Trace element variations in quartz are typically characterized qualitatively by cathodoluminescent (CL) images (Fig.
1) (Rusk et al. 2006, 2008; Wark and Watson 2006; Allan and
Yardley 2007; Landtwing and Pettke 2005; Monecke et al. 2002;
Penniston-Dorland 2001). These images often reveal variations
in CL texture and intensity that are interpreted as distinct generations of quartz precipitation and dissolution (Rusk and Reed
2002). Careful trace element analyses indicate that fluctuations in
CL intensity are primarily due to variations in the concentration
of Ti in the range of <2 ppm to several hundred parts per million
and Al concentration between a few parts per million and several thousand parts per million. Growth zones and cross-cutting
quartz generations are commonly only a few micrometers in
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width, and therefore the interpretation of geologic histories based
on trace element analysis among various CL features (Mercer and
Reed 2010) requires high-resolution analyses (<5 µm) that are
both accurate and precise at concentrations down to a few parts
per million (Fig. 2). Although both laser ablation-inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) have recently been applied
to understanding trace element concentrations in hydrothermal
quartz, neither of these techniques can offer the spatial resolution
offered by electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA).
Modern EPMA instruments equipped with stable electron
guns, low noise gas flow detectors, high-speed counting electronics, and large area analyzing crystals can achieve detection
limits for most elements down to 100 ppm or lower with minimal
effort. However, artifacts produced in the X-ray continuum due
to systematic sample and instrumental effects become increasingly significant issues for accuracy as lower detection limits are
sought, particularly at trace concentration levels below several
tens of parts per million. Previous studies have achieved detection limits of 10–20 ppm Ti using long counting times (Rusk
et al. 2006; Wark and Watson 2006) but systematic accuracy
errors resulting from these continuum artifacts limit further
improvements in detection limit. In this study, newly developed
software techniques permit both significantly improved detection
limits and better accuracy for EPMA of many trace elements
in quartz. This has been accomplished in three ways; first by
implementing improved background models to fit the shape of
the background, second by utilizing new quantitative “blank”
correction routines for improved background determination
accuracy, and third by means of “aggregate” counting methods

